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1. Introduction and Notation.

The generalized hypergeometric function is de-

fined by

(D

/a1,a2,

. . . ,ap

pPqIby, b2, . . . , bQ

=n%ibX(b2)n-(bQ)nn\>
E KW,'"(^

where (ak)n = ak(ak 4 l)(afc + 2) • • • (ak 4 n - 1). The series converges for all z if

P < Q 4 1, and for \z\ < 1 if P = Q 4 1. The series (1) is in general undefined if any
of the bks axe zero or a negative integer. We call z the "argument" of the function,
and the a's and b's are called the "parameters". To shorten the notation for the lefthand side of (1) we will sometimes write it as
aP

pFq

PFQ

'Q

Other devices are also used to abbreviate the notation for the generalized hypergeometric

function, and in each case the meaning will be self-evident. The notations used for the
special functions in this paper are those of the standard reference [4].

In [3], Lardner demonstrated relations between certain 0F3 functions and Bessel
functions. An example is [3, (4)]

0F3(1, % X; z) = W0(4zV') 4 I0(4zA)).
In [1], Carlson demonstrated that Lardner's relations are special cases of identities in

which a certain 2PF2q+. function is written as a linear combination of two pFQ functions. An example is [1, (11)]

2P^2Q

ru«,}2«i u
\^\b0
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where the notation {a}N stands for the set of N parameters a/N, (a 4 1)¡N, (a 4 2)/N,
. . . , (a 4 N - 1)/N. The notation {a}N is used throughout this paper. Carlson also
gives "inverse identities" in which a ¿>FQ is expressed as a linear combination of two

2pF2Q+i functions.
In the next section an identity (5) is derived which expands certain generalized

hypergeometric functions n¡>FNq+n_1 as a linear combination of N hypergeometric
'functions of the type pF«. The identity (5) is the principal result of this paper. An
identity inverse to (5) is given by (6) in which a pFQ is expressed as a linear combination of Nfunctions of the np^nq+n-i
tyP*3- Carlson's identities given in [1] for the
generalized hypergeometric functions are the special case of (5) and (6) of this paper in
which N = 2. Carlson also gives identities for the G-functions which are not generalized
here.
In Section 3, special cases of our general identity are examined.
In Section 4, we show that our general identity can be obtained from known
formulas involving Meijer's G-function. A related unsolved problem is also stated.
2. The Identity and Its Inverse. Before stating and proving our identity and its
inverse, we require the following lemma.

Lemma. Let
(i) N be a positive integer,

(Ü)KE {0,1,2.N-l},
(iii) to = e\p(2ni/N), and
(iv)F(Z)=S;=0F„z",
\z\<R.

Then

(2)

i ^Nm+K^m+K= JÍ>iW>
m=0

fe=0

Proof. Substituting (iv) into the right-hand side of (2) we get

^ZV^(za/)=^"¿V™
fc=0

¿Fna/V

JV fc=0

n= 0

(3)
1

°°

ÍN-1

i/v-i

i

=hz
\z «<-*>*kx".
N
n = 0 ( fc=0

But
N-l

N-l

k=0

k=0

Z u>{n-K)k= Z exp(277(«
- K)ki/N)

(4)

■{N0

if 77-K=Nm,
otherwise.

fox m = 0, 1,2, .

Substituting (4) into (3),we get (2) at once, and the lemma is proved.
The following theorem contains the principal results of this paper.
Theorem. Let

(i) N be a positive integer,
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(ü)KE {0,1,2, ... ,N-

l},and

(iii) co = exp(2ni/N).

Then
NP+l^NQ+N

R{«/+ ^}f=1,i|

I

(5)

nfJfibfcx-W-a-1*-1

N-i

Z »-"pF^JNU-"*

VJ=l(ß,)K

k=0

and

(6)

{ai4K}N}f=1,l\ 1
NP+l^NQ+N

where we define bq + . = 1. Assume also that none of the denominator parameters in
the above hypergeometric functions is zero or a negative integer so that these functions

are defined. If P = Q 4 1, then \x\ < 1, but if P < Q 4 1, then x is unrestricted.
Remark. The NP+ iFNq+n appearing in the conclusion of the above theorem is
really an nPFNq+n_1.
This is due to the definition of bQ+l — 1, causing the numerator parameter "1" to be cancelled by one of the denominator parameters

(bQ+ ! + K)/N, (bQ+l4K4

1)/N, . . . , (bQ+l + K + N- 1)/N.

Proof. Set
ai,a2,

. . . ,aP

'w-^flU.»,.....
in the lemma and get
N-l

(7)

N

LO

k=0

Kk

a,, . - . , ap

ppQ b.,...,bQ

Cx)kZ

"h('/)j
- z% ^%V(bihm
+

'Nm + K ¿Nm + K

But (-aj)Nm+K = (*/)*(«/ + K)Nm> and from [4* P- 9, (10)] we get
N-l

("jhm+K = NNm(aj)KII ((«/+ K 4 k)IN)m.
k=0

Substituting this result for (a¡)Nm+K and the corresponding product for (b¡)Nm + K
into the right-hand side of (7), we get the right-hand side of (7) equal to

z*nf=1(fl/)g - nf=1n^-01((a/ + ^ + ^)/AQm (i)w^y
n£V<*/)* m=o nflVC-o1«»/ + * + Wffl ™! ^miy+u
where we note that (l)m/m! = 1. Set x = N<?-Q-Vz
at once.

and we obtain our result (5)
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To prove the inverse identity (6), first bring the factor multiplying HaNIx on the
right-hand side of (5) over to the left-hand side of (5). Next, sum both sides over K
from 0 to N - 1 and note that on the right-hand side 2gt01to~*:fc is equal to N when
k = 0, but vanishes otherwise. Thus (6) is demonstrated and the proof of our theorem
is complete.
Before continuing, we note that Carlson's relations for the generalized hypergeometric functions in [1] are special cases of our (5) and (6) in which N = 2. The first
of Carlson's identities (11) is the special case of our (5) in which N = 2 and K = 0,
and the second of Carlson's (11 ) is the special case of our (5) in which N =2 and
K = I. Carlson's (10) is the special case of our (6) in which N = 2.
Having stated and proved our general identity (5) and its inverse (6), we proceed
to study special cases in the next section.

3. Special Cases. In the following, P, Q, N and K axe given specific numerical
values in (5) so that we can observe more clearly the specific forms assumed by the
identity. We assume throughout that the denominator parameters in the hypergeometric functions are never nonpositive integers.

Case 1. Take P = 0, Q = 0, and K = 0 in (5) and get

1_N-l
Z exp[/Vxexp(2nki/N)].
N fc=0

,N

o JV-ili/AT, 2/N, . . . , (TV- 1)/N

Case 2. Take P = 1, Q = 0, N = 2, K = 0 and a. = 2a in (5) and get
2F1(û'a

+ ^|x2)

= i[(l-x)-^

+ (l+x)-2a].

This is a well-known elementary relation [1, p. 101, (5)].

Case 3. Take P = 1, Q = 0, TV= 2, K = 1 and a. = 2a in (5) and get

2F^a + ?% + Y)
Case 4. Take P
(5) and get
4^3

= ¿[(1 - *)-'< - (1 + x)-].

2,Q=l,N=2,K

= 0,a1 = 2a, a2 = 2b and b. = 2c in

fa, a 4 04), b, b 4 04) ')

(°
\

c,c4

(J4), i4

1 r „ /2a, 2b \ , „ (2a, 2b\
= 2^(

Case 5. Take P
(5) and get

2,0

2c x) + 2Fi{

1,N=2,K

= l,a1=2a,a2=

„ (a 4 QA),a 4 l,b 4 (W),b 4 1 2\
*^3\
c4QA),c4 1,3/2
/
c
4abx

Y]

2c \-X)\-

U^W^ifh)].
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Case6. TakeP = 2, Q = 1, N = 3, K = 0, a. =3a,a2 = 3b, and b. = 3c in
(5) and get

6rs\

(a, a 4 (1/3), a 4 (2/3), b, b 4 (1/3), b 4 (2/3)1 3\
c, c 4 (1/3), c + (2/3), 1/3, 2/3
\* )

= \ Z2^i(3a3f|^exp(277W/3)).
Case 7. Set x = -1, 3a = a 4 (1/3), 36 = 3a and 3c = 2a 4 (2/3) in the previous example. We can evaluate the three 2Fj 's of special argument using [1, pp. 104-

105, (47), (55), (56)] and we obtain

/(3a + l)/9, (3a + 4)/9, (3a + 7)/9, a, a + (1/3), a + (2/3) _ \
6 5\
(6a + 2)/9, (6a + 5)/9, (6a + 8)/9, 1/3, 2/3
/
_r((6a + 2)/3U
2~3a\ß_
3
(r((3a + 4)/6)T((3a + l)/2)
3-(3a+i)/247rcos(7r(v/2)

r(2/3)T((3a + l)/3)r((3a + 2)/3)J '
4. Relation with Meijer's G-Function. Yudell Luke has observed that our inverse
identity (6) can also be obtained from known formulas involving Meijer's G-function.
We simply outline how this is done, since the derivation given in this paper of our inverse identity (6) and the identity (5) makes use only of the very elementary formula
(2) for power series and is in this sense preferable. To obtain (6) by the use of Gfunctions, set 777= 1 in Eq. (5) of [4, vol. 1, p. 150] and then use Eqs. (7) and (12)

of [4, vol. l,pp. 145 and 146].
As a final remark we state an unsolved problem. Carlson gives identities for the
G-function which resemble our identities (5) and (6) for the hypergeometric function
in the special case A'' = 2 [1, p. 237, (20) and (21)]. In his identities, Carlson expresses one G-function in terms of two related G-functions, just as we have expressed one
hypergeometric function in terms of N related hypergeometric functions in (5) and
(6). Can one generalize Carlson's identities so that now one G-function is expressed in

terms of N G-functions? It would seem that such identities should exist, but thus far

they have eluded this author.
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